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Liberty increases labs, 
number of computers 
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS 
Editor in Chief 
Campus technology advanced 
explosively during the summer, 
with the number of computers and 
the number of labs both increasing. 
All of the computers in the acad-
emic computing lab have received 
software upgrades and are now run-
ning Windows 95 and Microsoft 
Office Pro. A variety of new labs 
have been established, including a 
homework lab with a variety of 
IBM-compatible 386s and 486s. 
"It fits a growing need and a grow-
ing realization of what we're doing 
academically," said Will Samson, the 
head of academic computing. 
"Technology is not just an important 
part of certain schools anymore. It's 
part of a liberal arts education." 
The school has spent about 
$80,000 on equipment upgrades for 
the academic labs, Samson said. 
However, the lab fee has not been 
raised, staying at $50 a semester. 
The school is also renting a tele-
phone line known as a T-l, which 
will allow a faster and larger con-
nection to the Internet. "That gives 
us about 24 times the bandwidth," 
Samson said. 
Two new major-specific labs 
have been established: a calculus 
lab for math majors and an 
advanced multi-media lab for 
communication majors. 
The math lab will include 18 
Macintosh computers equipped with 
Mathcmatica, a software package 
used to do algebraic computations. 
"This is going to be a real advan-
tage," said Dr. Glyn Wooldridge, 
chairman of the mathematics 
department. 
The math lab is designed to be 
used initially by students in 
Calculus I and n classes. Those 
classes were raised from four credit 
hours to five because of the addi-
tional computer work required; the 
additional tuition money is being 
used to pay for the machines. 
By using Macintoshes, 
Wooldridge said, math majors will 
be able to familiarize themselves 
with both Macintosh and 1MB-com-
patible machines. "They'll come 
away from here familiar with two 
platforms," he said. "I think it's the 
best of both worlds." 
Communication majors, who 
already use Macintoshes, now have 
the opportunity to learn on higher-
end machines. Money provided by 
Jim and Ann Wharton enabled the 
department to purchase equipment 
from an ad agency that was closing, 
adding two color printers and sever-
al state-of-the-art computers to the 
department's equipment. 
"This will enable us to bring in 
more people into the program," 
Graphic Lab Supervisor Cam Davis 
said. "It advances us technological-
ly to better equip our students." 
Plans for the future include wiring 
the entire campus, a project Samson 
said might be done in two to three 
years. "There's a real sense that what 
we're doing we're doing right, we're 
doing well," he said. "None of this 
matters if it's not convenient." 
Taking a stand 
LET THE FLAG FLY 
HIGH — Liberty lets the 
world know where it 
stands philosophically with 
a new sign installed at the 
entrance to the campus 
during the summer. 
Mal t C'udoiLuHKTY C H A M P I O N 
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Bookstore increases appeal, profits 
Management increased 
floor space and broadened 
stock to attract customers 
By TIMOTHY J. GDBBONS 
Editor in Chief 
The LU Bookstore might have more room in 
which to move around. The candy display might be 
a little larger and the music racks might be belter 
positioned. 
The main improvement to Liberty University's 
main retail outlet, though, is one that shoppers 
can't see, Assistant Manager Bill Dunbar said. It's 
an attempt to include the store in the excitement the 
World's Most Exciting University claims for itself. 
"Improvement to any retail operation gives it a 
sense of excitement," Dunbar said. "Like any 
other store we want to address your needs as a 
student, as a general customer." 
Dunbar worked for the bookstore from 1986 to 
1990. During the past six years he has managed 
a fast food restaurant and has now returned to the 
assistant manager post at the bookstore with 
renewed support from the university. 
"The administration is very positive," he said. 
"To those who have been here last year it will be 
a vast improvement. We'll have more of the 
products and services that they want to have." 
One of the new services offered by the book-
store is dry cleaning. "I think this is going to be 
a good plus," Dunbar said. 
Mull CudWLuutrr (IIAMMUN 
WHICH ONE WOULD MOM LIKE? — Junior Benjie Barredo looks at the newly 
expanded greeting card section in the Liberty bookstore. The renovations were done to 
make shopping easier and increase the store's profitability. 
Students will be able to drop garments off at 
the bookstore, which will deliver them to the dry 
cleaner. Students can pick up their clothes at the 
bookstore a few days later. 
The dry cleaning setup is in a trial stage now, 
the assistant manager said. The first few weeks of 
the semester will give both the bookstore and the 
dry cleaner the opportunity to see if the project 
will be profitable. 
Some of the main objectives of the restructur-
ing included increasing floor space in the store 
and reducing congestion during the post-convo-
cation rush. Small changes, like adding another 
set of doors, will help students move through the 
store — and the checkout line — more quickly 
than before, Dunbar said. \ 
Helping customers move through the store 
faster should also help the bookstore, he said. 
The customer services improvements are also 
designed to boost the bookstore's profits. "That's 
why we're in business," he said. 
Although the bookstore looks bigger, it is still 
operating out of the same total area. However, 
the store has been redesigned, with about 600 
feet of back room area used for storage being 
made part of the retail area. 
The additional room allows the store to offer a 
wider variety of goods, including cold cuts, bread 
and other grocery-type items. "We couldn't be 7-
11 because of space," Dunbar said. "We wanted 
a little bit of that." 
Some of the improvements have even reached 
over to the bookstore's satellite office, the 
Schilling Multi-Purpose Center textbook sales 
area. A point-of-sale checkout system utilizing 
bar code scanning will save time during transac-
tion* as well as making the bookstore's book-
keeping process easier. 
"We should be able to sped up book rush 
tremendously," Dunbar said. 
Asked why the administration felt now was the 
time to make the changes in the bookstore, 
Dunbar said he wasn't sure. "I don't know why 
Uiey picked 1996," he said. "They just felt now 
was the lime, it needed lo be done. 
Matt Cuda/IJBKRTY CHAHRON 
ABRACADABRA — Kevin Spencer poses with his wife, Cindy, 
after performing the amazing Metamorphosis illusion. Liberty 
was the first stop on the magician's nation-spanning 1996 tour. 
Alumnus shows 
magical talents 
Wnrl H rpnnwn era* ^i"* °^ aR eve- ^ e ^ ^ ^an 
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 escape duplicates a trick first pgj. 
Kevin SDeilCer formed by Harry Houdini; Spencer 
* has three minutes to get out of large 
WOWS freshmen milk can filled with water. 
Getting good reactions is some-
thing the Spencers might be getting 
used to — and not just from audi-
ences. They've received critical 
acclaim from a variety of sources 
over the last several years, including 
being named the 1996 Entertainers 
of the Year by trade publication 
Campus Activities Today. 
This fame made it difficult for 
Liberty to book them, even though 
the magical duo lives in Lynchburg. 
"It took us three years to get 
them," said Dean of Student Life 
Mike Stewart. "The response has 
been incredible." 
The Spencers are no stranger to 
Stewart; in fact, when Kevin 
Spencer was attending Liberty, 
Stewart was his RA. Other campus 
ties include Kevin's brother, Jay 
Spencer, who is LU's vice president 
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS 
Editor in Chief 
Although the audience was filled 
with freshmen and the school year 
was just starting, Friday's magical 
extravaganza was like homecoming 
for entertainer Kevin Spencer 
"It's always great to come back," 
Spencer said. "It's nice to do a show 
in your hometown." 
The magician returned to the uni-
versity he left years ago to present 
an hour-long show filled with a vari-
ety of illusions, including Spencer's 
favorites: Metamorphosis and the 
Milk Can escape. "They get good 
audience reaction," he said. "I like 
that, kind of feedback." 
In Metamorphosis, Spencer 
escapes from wrist chains, a tied bag 
and a padlocked crate and switches 
places with his wife, Cindy, in a lit- See Spencers, Page 5 
Liberty revamps library, 
focuses on electronics 
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS 
Editor in Chief 
Talking seemed to be allowed in 
the library last week. Comments 
ranging from "Holy Schnikes" to a 
simply "Wow" drifted from several 
students as they saw the changes 
made to the LU library. 
"Some returning students come 
in the front door and squeal," said 
Dr. David Barnett, dean of the 
library. "I hope they have a sense of 
appreciation that it is a big step for-
ward for us." 
The layout changes are the result 
of a shift in the library's focus; as 
well as maintaining its collection of 
books, the library is also developing 
electronic resources. 
"As important as books are 1 
would see as much of a demand in 
the (electronic) area," Barnett said. 
The books remain an important 
part of the library, though — just 
ask die workers who dealt with 
diem for the past few months. 
"Over the course of the smiuiicr, 
every book lias been shifted," the 
dean said. "It took us eight weeks to 
get the entire collection shifted. This 
is not the summer you would want to 
be one of our student workers." 
Shifting the book collection 
opened a wider space in which the 
technological resources could be 
consolidated. "Now we have a sin-
gle information center that can 
serve the entire area," Barnett said. 
The school is also adding to the 
technological resources it already 
has. Additional ProQuest machines, 
which access databases of periodi-
cals stored on CD-ROMs have been 
purchased. Along with the general-
interest periodicals databases that 
the library has had in the past, some 
machines feature a database con-
taining ISO business periodicals. 
These and other databases let the 
library offer information for a vari-
ety of majors, including psycholo-
gy, nursing, education and business. 
More terminals capable of 
accessing the Internet have been 
purchased, upping the number from 
See Library, Page 5 
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Friends mingle 
at Block Party 
' 
« 
By KRIS PATTERSON 
Life! Editor 
Liberty's fourth annual block 
party will be held in the DeMoss 
parking lot from 4-11 p.m. Aug. 27 
Parts of University Boulevard 
will be blocked off for the entire 
seven hours as the campus is 
brought together for an evening of 
music and free fun. 
Dean of Student Life Mike 
Stewart said that this would be a 
night for freshmen to get to know 
more people and for returning stu-
dents to relax with old friends 
before classes start. 
The baseball theme that has been 
carried throughout the week will be 
featured at the block party as well 
with stands for hot dogs, roasted 
peanuts, soft pretzels, cotton candy 
'TfTwrvwww • v iwi r* i r • HI M l ii 
and various other foods. 
Many of the events will be the -*' 
same as in past years such as thfev") 
boxing game with giant gloves. 
Some events have been taken , 
away, but one additional activity \si: \ 
a new "human foosball" game' in 
which people will line up in grouf&v 
of 18 with a cord strapped to tBev-
front of their chest. 
They then play a soccer-Hker -
game — but are only able to move ;§§ 
from side to side. 
Channel 13 news 
an appearance again 
a weather forecast 
parking lot. . '[%{t j | ^^ ,uw ' f : . ^ '0: , > ; , , ' 
* « * 
toto$fM<* twist • — 
ion. held^jri the 
,Wf Thursday nlfciit. A 
' ^ r W H ^ o . ^ i s J l a h t s ^ the 
Atf" 
rKingtoi. ( , ( U ^ 
"It's a way to tell the community ,\ '3 ,j. 
that we are normal people and yr&"•; \ -^-^ J - —' 
can have fun," said Stewart. C^^ Tj 
* 
Around 
gives people in the community ,*£*>1 ' " • v f i * ^ " f . ^ ^ f ™ ™ ^ 
taste of what LU's really all about"-V , ' x ^ / ^ r ' l '•;/• \»«\^ •', • 
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Power tours America 
Block Party — From 4-11 
p.m., Aug. 27, in the 
DeMoss parking lot. The 
parking lot will be closed at 
midnight Aug. 26 and 
remain closed throughout 
Aug. 27. Also, University 
Boulevard will be closed 
from Eagle Run to Liberty 
Lane from 3 p.m. to mid-
night on Aug. 27. 
Movies — 
• Field of Dreams, starring 
Kevin Costner. Shown at 7 
p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. on 
Friday at David's Place. 
Shown at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
on Saturday at David's 
Place. 
llanW SV\ot Basketbal l — 
Held in conjunction with a 
cookout, at 5 p.m. on Sept. 
14 at David's Place 
Concerts — 
• Geoff Moore and the 
Distance, 7:15 p.m., 
Campus 
.. LtfelfctSfot. 
-•'•* • • ',,-f * 
••'" ' " I^^anFjranc^.-C^vflrt^ne JOanincred- followed • by various 
£aJW@N$ 
« * 
Wednesday, Vines Center,;•' 
• 4-Him and Point of Grace,' 
7:30 p.m., Sept. 28, Vines'-
Center 
Intramurals — \ ^ J S ^ ' 
• Manager's meeting For* 
flag football, tennis an3> 
outdoor soccer: Sept. 4.. 
Start date: Sept. 11. 
• Manager's meeting for 2* 
on-2 and 4-on-4 beach vol-
leyball tournament and 
softball tournament: Sept. • 
13. Tournament dates: Sept. 
20-21. 
Spiritual Emphasis Week 
— Held Sept. 8 through ; 
Sept. 14. Featured speaker 
is Randy Hogue. 
* 
Super Conference «£?» 
More than 100 speakers: 
J , 1 " -
- i i — i — i , .•« .H . . . -
istered to more than 
4,800 people. 
The team was closely 
, Vibie-JjaW^ ^6t>te*biked 4,020 
; on amiss|6n. 
^rnled' the Wheel 
itri 'team, which .'she Wid 
w V S s ^ s i ^ o d to cover 
iiMlfams and food 
i^Swrv^TM^ gets their Bowhjari even, bad; 
wiii&fcgj^.: " opportunity to lead 
^£w<ie*^iveraging .70 
_,
,w«#inliBniber '^as 17 
; j^Sfajg^iB^ m fflkyjf&e. while the oldest 
y^j^tp^.'^^^MA^'oa her -fourth trip. 
'
 :;Aug. 1 7 - V ^ ' ; 
media all. summer,. It, 
was featured oh radio 
broadcasts' and on tele-
vision frequently,. and 
pictures of the bikers, 
were in newspapers 
across the country, 
the 
tw^ 
newspaper reporters to 
Christ. 
The hishHgW of the 
bicycle teaWs summer 
;'way for two or trip was the chance to 
^ ! ^ e ; . ^ toak^Tlays, witness one-on*one to 
1
 r Yorkiown Beach on 
«-'ST 
Photo courtesy of Wheel Power 
mote than 1,256 people. TAKING A BREAK — The Wheel Power cyclists stretch a bit 
The rider took'every before getting back on their bikes and continuing their journey. 
WvJH^e*t»XJhiv^ two staff opportunity available, be 
v
' f r ^V*r i r* r5r. Linda ftchanging people's tires to push starting cars to turn, she said. Three and a half years later, she . 
i t S s e , Erin. Kramer, " talking^ pebplewhile getting .water at water said, she has seen the goodness of God in the 
^ < i m e t ! a h d Phil ' fountains. ' fruits of her ministry. 
:
 'Wderrr (two-man) The group had a strong support team behind Bowman said that she originally had no inten-
tion of taking her bicycling ministry overseas, , 
but that recently it branched into Africa and was 
invited to start clubs in Germany, Ireland and 
AustralUi/iWheelPov^erals'oeverltually hopes,!.'; <;•?•', 
to become a-part of James Efcjfjsori's Focus on 
the Family. 
PresenUy, the group is praying for a new 
facility in which to (rain mofe people to wit-
ness. And Bowman is always looking for 
cyclists, support team members and prayer sup-
port partners each summer to help in the bicy-
cling ministry. 
ut wom t^o "on the them. A van and a truck supplied meals, carried 
•, . \ luggage and did laundry. Also, the local Pepsi 
iCtery night and distributor provided the team with All-Sport, 
a weelcfcnd' three One of Wheel Power's future goals as its min-
£<$$$$. ^eryfc¥r^siSte^W music, istry grows V i a start Bike and Bible clubs, 
w"testt^n^:froia'''^'.gro^,f8lidfis of the trip which incorporates athletics into Bible study, 
and ^ go.spel fn^^vgiveTi either1 by Bob Cruse around the country for both youth and adults. 
orWdy^*y!»r^i6 '^>' " "H's my .vision and its what the Lord has 
^^ T^ e^ S^IJr^ Sej^ fTt^ j8>e tmitch meetings was "to given me," Bowman said. 
e^ rlcTjurage feT^wnbolievefs id, be bold in the When Bowman left her position as Assistant 
fatilh",,\Bowmtoi&aid.; Dean of the External Degree Program at 
min- Liberty, she had no idea where she was going to 
j 
• 1018 5th Street, 845-5963 
• 5th Street & Park Ave, 528-2333 
Route 221, 385-8966 • 4121 Boonsboro Rd., 384-5868 
With LU ID Get: 
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Oil, Lube, and Filter 
for $18.95 
on Most vehicles 
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iFree preventive maintenance check on request 
% pictures, clothing, 
%£qinpihen£>files, even your car... 
^ittMew, warping or rust! 
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Fantastic Cuts 
5600 Edqewood Ave 
(behind nations Bank on Wards Rd) 
Walkins welcome 
Mon. - Fri. 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Sat. 10:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m. 
Later by appointment 
$6.00 Student Discount with this ad 
Expires Sept. 30,1996 
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Back to school looking 
way coo' 
Our stylists specialize in making 
great first impressions. Working 
closely with you, we'll design a 
cut and style that complements 
your personality. Plus 
we'll show you how to 
re-create that look 
with Matrix styling 
products so your 
first day back at 
school is a real 
fashion statement. 
yfMMx 
HAIR-SKIN-COSMETICS 
>3 Wit ids Road 
LtM- K id . ' f M- i l l l 239-8589 
r
«fcwwr\[ 
ftjmw/iPw 
. E X P A N D I N G T H E S A L O N E X P E R I E N C E . • 
$ 2 . 0 0 OFF A 
HAIRCUT* 
2300 WARDS RD. SUITE CT 
LYNCHBURG, VA 24502 
(804)237-1457 
( & The 
Cutting 
Crew 
HAIR STYLING SALON 
' With selected stylists only, expires 12-31 - 95 
. t\WsCftiaperThan 
Mxmt Student Banking. 
A Shrink. 
V W t i w r W»r«k Kj>.a4 H M k i n g t'tsi.ttr: 
NationsBank 
• 
We Didn't Invent The Chicken, 
Just The Chicken Sandwich. 
River Ridge Mall & Drive Thru Locations 
Free Chick-fil-A Chicken j Free 4-count Chick-n-
Sandwich with purchase j Strips with purchase of 
of another. • Med. Fries & Med. Drink 
Coupon not good with any other offer. • Coupon not good with any other offer. 
One coupon per person per visit. | One coupon per person per visit. 
Closed Sundays. Redemable only at J Closed Sundays. Redemable only at 
participating Chick-fil-A locations. I participating Chick-fil-A locations. 
Offer axpires 9-30-96 " Offer expiree 9-30-96 
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Student Life packs in concerts 
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS 
Editor in Chief 
The hills will be alive with the sounds of 
singing this semester. Seven groups are sched-
uled to perform on Liberty Mountain during the 
fall semester, including Wayne Watson, who is 
performing just for the alumni during home-
coming weekend. 
Geoff Moore and the Distance kick off the 
semester's concert season while at the same 
time capping Student Life's schedule of wel-
coming activities. "He's to tie in with our whole 
baseball theme," said Mike Stewart, dean of 
Student Life. 
Since the middle of March, the university has 
been offering a variety of events built around 
the motto "Swinging for the fence," including 
screenings of movies such as Field of Dreams. 
Moore's Home Run tour, which hits campus at 
7:15 Wednesday night, fits right in. 
"Home Run," Moore and the Distance's latest 
release, is titled after a song that offers "a fun 
look at life through the eyes of a baseball 
Photo courtesy of Forefront Communications 
GOING THE DISTANCE — Geoff Moore and the Distance bring their rocky sound to 
the Vines on Wednesday. This concert kicks off a semester of music at Liberty, with a 
variety of contemporary Christian music being represented. 
team," Moore said. 
"My dad was a retired AAA professional 
baseball player with the Toledo Mudhens. So 
life was always referred to in sports analogies," 
Moore said. "In Home Run we're saying, 
'Look, we are all part of a team, and we have an 
opponent that we're playing against that is 
going to throw us all the junk that he can come 
up with.'" 
Moore and his band performed on campus 
last year; positive student response prompted 
Stewart to invite them back. "It was one of the 
best on campus," the dean said. "He has a well-
rounded, talented concert. 
"Dr. Falwell likes him a lot. They've done a 
couple youth speaking events together." 
The next concert — which will be headlined 
by both 4-Him and Point of Grace — is the only 
show with an admissions charge. That's 
because Liberty is not actually responsible for 
the performers, Stewart said, but is simply serv-
ing as the venue. 
The groups, appearing Sept. 28, are being 
brought to the Vines by an outside organization, 
an arrangement that limits risk to the school. 
"It allows us to bring in some bigger names," 
the dean said. 
Homecoming weekend features two concerts: 
Watson, appearing at Friday's alumni banquet; 
and Anointed and Scott Krippayne, performing 
Saturday night. 
Three musical groups join together for the 
last concert of the fall semester, held during the 
last College for a Weekend. Cindy Morgan, 
Michael O'Brien and Tuesday's Child team up 
on Nov. 8. 
Student Life purposely focused on bringing 
in "adult contemporary Christian" musicians 
this semester, Stewart said. 
"We have to keep Liberty University musi-
cally where Liberty is," the dean explained. 
"We try to stay somewhere in the middle." 
He said he is aiming for more "alternative" 
performers next semester, looking at groups 
like Newsboys and Audio Adrenaline. 
Whatever artists are invited to the school, 
however, Stewart said Liberty shouldn't have a 
problem filling dates. 
"Liberty University has a very good reputa-
tion in the Christian music market," he said. 
"People love to come to Liberty. 
"We could have eight or 10 concerts a semes-
ter. The artists are out there and want to come 
to Liberty." 
Gomes takes over 
as commuters' dean 
Every time Ed Gomes comes to 
Liberty, he moves up a notch on 
the administrative ladder. A student 
in the '70s, he returned as a 
Resident Director in the '80s. 
Now Gomes is back again, this 
time serving as the Dean of 
Commuting Students. He took 
over the position after former Dean 
Bruce Traeger resigned to go to 
Lexington Bible College. 
"My greatest desire is to have an 
impact in the lives of students," 
Gomes said. 
The deanship was not a position 
Gomes had been aiming for. The 
pastor of a church in New Bedford, 
Mass., he said, "God was blessing 
my ministry." 
"Humanly speaking, there was 
no reason to think of coming to 
Liberty," he said. 
He began to feel drawn to come 
here, however, after last February, 
when he came to speak in 
Convocation. After he went home, 
he said, he felt God was asking him 
two questions: did he belong to 
God and could God use him any-
where he wanted? 
"The answer to both was 'yes'," 
Gomes said. "God began to speak 
to me." 
After attending here from 1974 
to 1976 as an undergraduate, 
Gomes came back from 1980 to 
1985 to earn a Master's in 
Religious Education from the sem-
inary. While working on the semi-
nary degree, he also served as a 
Ed Gomes 
Dean of Commuting 
Students 
Resident Director. 
Gomes then pastored the church 
in Massachusetts for 12 years, 
before feeling called to LU. He 
said he brings to the position the 
experience he gained during his 
tenure as a pastor. 
"I want our off-campus students 
to know there's a person, a place 
they can come to pray, to receive 
counseling," he said. 
Gomes' wife is also involved 
with the university, teaching in 
the Family and Consumer 
Sciences department. 
"I'm not sure this is where we'll 
be for the rest of our lives," Gomes 
said. "I have no doubts this is where 
the Lord wants us to be right now." 
-from staff reports 
Sports management cert i f ied 
By MATT SWINEHART 
Champion Reporter 
Liberty's sport management pro-
gram is now one of the nation's elite. 
The sport management program, 
which has sought certification since 
the 1993-1994 school year, received 
its certification on June 26,1996. 
The certification comes from the 
two national governing bodies: the 
National Association of Sports and 
Physical Education and the North 
American Society for Sport Manage-
ment. Of the 10 necessary criteria, 
sport communications was the one in 
which Liberty's program did not 
meet certification requirements until 
two courses were added to the major: 
BUSI300 and COMS 488. 
There are approximately 110 
undergraduate sport management 
programs in the nation, and at this 
time last year only 10 of those pro-
grams were certified. Add to that sta-
tistic that in 1998 the NASPE and the 
NASSM will issue a catalogue to 
every sport organization—both pro-
fessional and amateur—listing the 
names of all the nationally certified 
sport management programs. 
This certification will help in the 
recruitment of new students and in 
the way others perceive Liberty. 
"Because we have worked hard, the 
Lord has blessed us," Gibson added. 
The certification will last until 
2001, when the sport management 
program will undergo re-evaluation. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Dr. Bert Peterson, Optometrist 
239-6000 
with: Irving Edelsberg, O.D. 
and Optical World Optometrists 
(Next to J.C. Penney in River Ridge Mall) 
$89 for most clear, soft or disposable 
Contact Lenses and Exam 
Present this coupon at exam 
Support 
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Lynchburg, VA 2 
GentieTouch 
Permanent \ Hair.Removal 
SHARON PROFFITT 
Certified Electrologist 
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*502 Phone 832-1410 
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Make 
Reservations Early 
Tire Rotation 
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Oil Change.Lube & Filter 
With Purchase Ota Tune-Up 
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I a. hard to tune 
I engines additional 
QUALITY OIL 
(JHANUL & LUbh 
From: $44.90* 
Labor 
I mm. 
$18.90* 
SAVE $3 
Plus Parts 
•Install new disc 
brake pads only 
•Inspect rotors. 
Turning' included. • 
•Add fluid as needed i 
Inspect master cylin-l 
I t 
der & brake 
Test drive vehicle 
'Seml-molalllc pads 
add I 
•Some foreign cars, 
trucks & vans add'l 
•Change oil 
•Replace oil tilter 
•Lubricate chassis 
•Free vehicle 
•Free vehicle 
maintenance 
inspection 
••Complete engine 
' analysis 
•Checking luel & 
J emissions system 
•Install spark plugs {•Inspect (liters, belts 
• & hoses {•Check & set timing, i 
I carburetor & speed i 
i'Measure exhaust I 
• emissions • 
M2000 ml.,12 month I 
I guarantee whichever I 
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AIL 
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WASHER 
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FOR 
DETAILS 
OHMaT VA State Motor Vehicle Inspection Station K6579 «_> "S 239-0902 
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3012 Wards Road, Lynchburg (2 Blocks S. Ot River Ridge Mall) Sun 10-6* U-HAUL Only 
10% 
off 
Pizza aDhuier Entrees 
w/LU Student IB 
Restaurant 
9010 Timberlake Road 
237-9432 
RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY 
DOMESTIC & FOREIGN 
Welcome Back Students & Faculty! 
PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS \ 
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES / 
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS 
SPECIALIZING IN M e r c e d e s - B e n z 
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING 
7f! 
JACUAI* 
IWHW 
MEMBER 
CENTRAL VA. 
AUTO BODY 
ASSOCIATION 
237-3111 1 800 863-3111 OR 1 800 484-7511 
FAX (804) 237-1337 Beside LIBERTY'S Railroad Entrance 
Free Towing for L.U. Faculty & Students If Work Is Done In Our Shop 
Daily Lunch Buffet 11:30am - 2:00pm 
Dinner Buffet 5pm - 9:30pm (Thurs., Fri., Sat..) 
$4.95 Lunch $7.95 Dinner 
CHUNG KING RESTAURANT 
For Delivery, call 239 - 3444 
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•customer service counter 
•ticket sales 
• dry cleaner drop off 
•Spi r i t S t u f f (noisemakers for sports) 
•larger showroom 
•new snacks 
• deli/sub sandwiches 
•free use of microwave (w/food purchase) 
•sandwich supplies 
•chip dip 
•milk 
•expanded store hours 
New Hours 
regular store hours 
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sat 10am-4pm 
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the ones you see above! 
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Library changes 
Continued from Page 1 
two terminals to 10. These machines 
are now connected to printers. 
"It turned out real well for us," the 
dean said. "Every aspect of it, the 
Lord was good to us." 
Overall, Bamett said, the materials 
used in the revamping — desks, com-
puters, walls and such — cost about 
$60,000, not including labor. 
Some of the changes aren't as easy 
to see as the walls. The library's site 
on the World Wide Web has been 
reworked, adding information and 
services. Faculty members, for exam-
ple, will be able to request Inter-
Library Loans through the Web site. 
Also, the site will provide a con-
nection to more periodicals. "If you 
can't find what your want on 
ProQuest, here's 650 addi-
tional tides," Barnett said. 
Plans for the future focus 
on augmenting what is 
already in the library, 
Barnett said, changes 
which may not be as visible 
to students. 
"If we increase our col-
lection you don't see it 
unless you need a book and 
we have it," he said. • 
Bamett is more than satis-
fied with the changes that 
have been done. "I told them 
it was my Field of Dreams," 
he said. "It's been good for 
us to have a vision and to 
see the vision fulfilled." 
Spencers wow crowd w i t h magic 
Mall CucWI.mtorrv CHAMTION 
CHECKING OUT THE BOOKS — 
Freshman Stacy Fletcher looks at the 
stacks of books in the LU library. 
World News 
TWA Flight 800 investigation continues 
Continued from Page 1 
for enrollment management. 
During his years at Liberty, Kevin 
Spencer honed his magic skills on 
a traveling ministry team similar to 
today's YouthQuest. 
Twelve years ago he quit his job 
as a manager in Texas saying, "I've 
got to see if I can do (magic)." 
"My brother Jay was probably 
one of my most avid supporters," 
Spencer said. "If you had asked me 
10,12 years ago if I would be doing 
What if ... 
I could tell your how 
your business could 
tap into a multi-
million dollar market" 
for just a few dollars 
invested. 
this now I would have said, 'No'." 
Although Spencer is a Christian, 
his show isn't a church service. 
Instead, he said, he focuses on pro-
viding "good, clean fun for 
Christians and non-Christians." 
"God wants his children every-
where," he said. 
The Spencers' performacc 
comes in three sizes: Friday's was 
a medium show. Liberty does not 
have the stage to allow the biggest 
performance. 
The smaller performance means 
that Cindy Spencer doesn't play as 
large of a role. Even so, Kevin 
said, she is a major part of the act. 
"Wc work well together; her 
strengths arc my weaknesses," he 
said. "She's an amazing person, 
especially in her willingness to 
take my dream and make it her's." 
The Spencers' next stop is in 
Ohio, the beginning of their 1996-
97 national tour. "We do four to 
nine shows a week," Spencer said. 
"We're booked for the next year 
and a half." 
FBI investigators of TWA Flight 
800 announced Friday the discovery 
of traces of explosives among the 
debris. James Kallstrom, assistant 
FBI director, stated the explosive 
traces were "of unknown origin." 
The FBI, however, does not have 
sufficient evidence to rule a bomb 
brought down the plane. Previously 
The New York Times and other 
papers had been told traces of a 
chemical used in plastic explosives, 
PETN, was found on a passenger 
seat near the center fuel tank. 
Kallstrom offered this disclaimer to 
the reports about bomb traces: 
"Based upon all the scientific and 
forensic evidence analyzed to date, 
we cannot conclude that TWA Flight 
800 crashed as a result of an explo-
sive device." 
The FBI also consulted outside 
forensics experts who agreed that 
the explosive traces were not 
enough to prove that a bomb was on 
board the plane. Explosive experts 
expected to take pieces of the planes 
ruins to Marshall Space Center in 
Huntsville, Ala. The Center was the 
site of tests conducted by NASA on 
the Space Shuttle Challenger. 
Also, FBI personnel have contin-
ued to fight information leaks. 
Kallstrom said if any information 
has been leaked by his staff he 
would Fire them. 
More female cadets flock to Citadel 
Interested? 
O.K. here goes. 
Advertise in 
The Champion. 
*s22 million/year 
Source: Economic Impact 
study, iyy-i 
COIN LAUNDRY 
Hills Plaza 
237-9877 
OPEN 
7-9 M-Sat 
8-6 Sunday 
r
 ONE F R E E ~ W / ^ H " I N n 
DOUBLE LOADER 
w/purchase of 1 Load 
COIN LAUNDRY 
Hill Plaza 
One Coupon per Person per Visit 
Expires 10-27-96 
On Saturday, Aug. 24, the Citadel 
admitted its second group of female 
cadets. The South Carolina military 
school had previously denied 
women the opportunity to attend it, 
but a June Supreme Court ruling 
against the state-supported Virginia 
Military Institute forced the Citadel 
to change its policy. 
VMI has still not decided whether 
to go private or admit women, as 
specified by the ruling. 
The four women who arrived at 
the Citadel included Nancy Mace of 
Goose Creek and Kim Messer of 
Colver, Va., as well as Jeanie 
Mentavlos of Charlotte, N.C., and 
Petra Lovetinska of Washington, 
D.C. As per freshman policy, they 
were unable to talk to the news 
media at the gate. On Monday they 
will start Cadre Week, also known 
as "Hell Week" because of the gru-
eling physical and psychological 
exercises. Cadre Week is led by the 
juniors and seniors of the school. 
The only other woman to attend 
the Citadel was Shannon Faulkner. 
She was accepted in 1993 after 
deleting all references to her gender, 
but was later denied when officials 
discovered the truth. She won a suit 
in federal court, claiming her rights 
had been violated, and was admitted 
in fall, 1995. She dropped out of the 
school after one week last August. 
SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME 
SKY STAR 
Chinese Buffet Resturant 
• Dine-In or Carry Out • 
Hunan, Szechuan & Cantonese Cuisine 
7701 Timberlake Rd., Lynchburg, Va 24502 
(Timberlake Station) 
227-0088 ~ 237-2223 
Open 7 Days a Week 
Sun. - Thur. 11 am - 10 pm Fri. & Sat. 11 am - 11 pm 
We Cater To Parties At A Low Rate 
Receive Up to $25.00/ Week By 
Donating Life Saving Plasma !! 
The Need is Great. The Plasma 
You Donate Will Be Used To Make 
Medications Used By Us All 
To Live A Healthier Life. 
To See If You Qualify 
Call Us At 
239 - 0769 
Better Yet, Visit Us At the Fort Hill 
Shopping Center. 
Lynchburg Plasma Company 
OUR HOURS ARE: 
Tues & Thurs 10:00am - 6:00pm 
Wed & Fri 9:30am - 5:30pm 
Sat 8:00am - 4:00pm 
Please Help ! 
• 
Please Order By Phone; 
It Will Be Ready When You Arrive. 
Regular Menu Available. Welcome Back Students 
Lynchburg's Original 
and Best... Real SNO! ama— 
SNO-SHACK 
•Reg. Trademark ^ f e . 
1 FREE soft drink 
w/ purchase 
1 coupon per visit 
Exp. Sept. 15 
All Day Buffet • 7 Days A Week 
Buffet To Go Per Order 
Lunch 
11 am -4 pm 
$4.95 
BEST BUFFET 
WE HAVE 
IT ALL! 
77 FLAVORS 
We Sell "SNO" All 
Summer Long! 
FLURRY-8 oz.»1°° 
SNOWSTORM-14 oz.'1s0 
AVALANCHE - 20 oz. $200 
GLACIER - 32 oz. »250 
SPECIALTIES • SNO CREAM - CHOCOLATE ' 
VOLCANO • MARSHMALLOW - 25* Extra 
$1.00 off for 
Dinner Buffet 
1 coupon per visit j 
Exp. Sept. 15 
3 Locations 
Timberlake Rd & Graves Mill Rd. 
Memorial Ave. (Star Value Parking Lot) 
Bedford (Food Lion Center) 
We Honor Competitors Coupons 
HOURS 
M-Thur 
12 to 10pm 
FriSat 
1210 11 pm 
Sun. 
1 to 11 pm 
Memorial Ave. 
Sun. 1 -9 pm 
Dinner 
4 pm - Close 
$6.95 
COUPON M l $1 OFF 
ANY 
SNOWSTORM 
OR LARGER 
Student ID Required 
LIMIT 1 PER STUDENT ID 
EXPIRES 9-15-96 
COUPON 
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Liberty primes 
for campus revival 
The Liberty Champion would like to congratulate the nine new students who were 
saved in their first week at Liberty University. This step for them sets the stage for what 
could be a great spiritual step for the campus in general. 
Spiritual Emphasis Week is scheduled to begin in less than two weeks, calling Randy 
Hogue back to the helm and bringing to mind the huge altar calls and hundreds of sal-
vations of the recent past In addition, the Promise Keepers will be having a wake-up 
call the day before Spiritual Emphasis Week begins. All of these factors could signal 
the start of the biggest revival seen yet on campus. 
The Champion salutes the work of the campus leadership and the campus pastors. 
Several hundred SLDs and prayer leaders have been on campus for two weeks prepar-
ing for the upcoming activities. The Champion looks forward to whatever results their 
efforts may bring in the next few weeks. But their work will be for nothing without the 
cooperation and understanding of each student. 
The major human responsibility for the success of the upcoming spiritual events lies 
with the student body in general. For every Christian who decides he "doesn't need to 
attend" and every person who is too "busy" for the revival meeting, a few of those who 
really need to go, won't. A student's poor attitude can interfere with a speaker's mes-
sage and hurt attendance. So let's all remember this week that there is more to spiritu-
al responsibility than our own self-conceptions and agendas. The students can make 
this year one of the spiritual landmarks in Liberty University's history. Nine students 
in particular can attest to the fact that the Spirit is here. 
Changes reflect 
campus growth 
Can anyone deny Liberty is on its way up? 
Many of those new to this campus do not know how far this university has come in 
the last few years, or how much the face of the campus has changed. The effects of this 
climb have become especially obvious most recently. 
The campus geography shows many signs of change. The intramural fields are in far 
better overall condition than they were just a couple years ago, and with student coop-
eration they should remain that way. The bookstore has expanded, the reader board in 
DeMoss provides new possibilities, and the library renovations suggest that new steps 
will be taken in that critical area of student life. 
One of the most telling signs of progress can be found in the area of technology. The 
new computer labs installed last year were a major step forward, and the Champion in 
particular has benefitted from the improved Internet access. This year we see more new 
computers in the math and graphic arts labs and an expanded and streamlined computer 
set-up in the library. More importantly to the students in general, anybody with an 
Internet account can access the World Wide Web through the school server. The 
school's Web page has also been revamped and expanded. 
The most obvious indication of progress, however, is the campus population itself. 
The third record-breaking freshmen class in three years descended on Liberty last 
week, the two-thousand-strong stampede filling out a rapidly-swelling LU communi-
ty. Liberty University is growing larger by the year, and the next wave of new dorms 
is expected soon. 
We encourage the students to take advantage of all of these changes. A growing uni-
versity continually offers new opportunities, but these opportunities are meaningless 
without students who are motivated to grow as well. Alumni are constantly amazed by 
what the student body now takes for granted. 
All of these changes are critical to the survival and growth of LU into a premier 
national university. We look forward to whatever the future holds and wish the facul-
ty, staff and students of the new and improved Liberty University all God intends them 
for 1996-97. 
Quote of the week... 
"Most of us have at least a vague idea of what we want to accomplish in life. But a 
vague idea is like a snapshot that's out of focus. You can see what's in the picture - but 
everything is blurred and hazy. 
"It's like saying, "I want to be a writer." That's a brave ambition, but it's not in focus. 
Would you write fiction? Nonfiction? Drama? Poetry? Journalism? What kind of audi-
ence would you write for? What education will you need? 
'Whenever you come up with an idea, keep focusing until your mental picture is 
sharp and filled with details. Then develop it!" 
Rick Bayan 
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Liberty Champion Policies 
The Liberty Champion encourages 
members of the community to submit let-
ters to the editor on any subject. 
Letters should not exceed 400 words and 
must be typed and signed. Letters appear-
ing in the Liberty Forum do not necessari-
ly represent the views of the Champion's 
editorial board or Liberty University. 
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear 
the endorsement of the author, solely. 
All material submitted becomes the 
property of the Liberty Champion. The 
Champion reserves the right to accept, 
reject, or edit any letter received, accord-
ing to the Champion slylebook, taste and 
Liberty University mission statement. The 
deadline for letters is 6 p.m. Wednesday. 
Please address all letters to "Editor, the 
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 
or mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty 
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA 
24506-8001. 
FRESHMAN SEMINAR LESSON 28: INDEPENDENCE 
MEANS NO ONE CLEANS YOUR ROOM FOR YOU 
I 
Newbies vs. old-timers: 
clash of idiosyncrasies 
I always wanted to be a fiction author, 
and I worried the whole summer before my 
freshman year that I would turn out to be a 
lousy writer. 
Upon arriving at LU for my first semes-
ter, I found I had no English classes on my 
schedule and no chances to prove myself. It 
didn't take much more than a rather cutting 
anti-freshmen article by a now-gone 
Champion columnist to convince me to at 
least write for the school paper. 
Now, two years later, I find myself a dou-
ble major and a Liberty Champion editor, 
disgusted by the sight of a word 
processor, longing for more sum-
mer... but still compelled to write 
about the same topic I did those 
two years ago: freshmen and 
upperclassmen. 
Yesterday most of the returning 
students arrived, nearly tripling the 
campus population overnight. As I _ 
see familiar faces begin to appear 
in the crowd, I've have begun to INKEL 
think about the relationship ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
between the freshmen and returners. These 
kind of thoughts could make one nervous. 
You see, I've been on campus now for 
almost two weeks as an SLD, getting to 
know as many of the huge flock of fresh-
men as I could before classes. In this last 
week, I've seen guys make lifelong friend-
ships with a handshake and groups of 
strangers sit together in the cafeteria with-
out a second thought. I've also seen several 
people get saved within a day or two of 
arriving on campus. 
I've seen more excitement, openness and 
eagerness from the leadership and freshmen of 
this university than I have ever seen before. I 
like it. So what is making me nervous? 
1 don't like how trying some paint on the 
Spirit Rock got a few hoots from a passing 
car with upperclassmen tags. I also had to 
stop and think when the senior dorm SLD 
teams got christened the "Apathy Busters" 
for this year. I hear the comments from 
returning students in the vehicle registration 
line as they contemplate the number of 
freshmen cars on campus, and I wonder what 
kind of general attitude is being reflected. 
Last week I listened in while a returner 
called to try and get my RA to kick a fresh-
man out of his favorite bed, and I tried to 
guess what the returner's reaction was going 
to be when he checked in and found the 
freshman still there. 
Freshmen are an interesting group to be 
sure. Hopelessly lost as a matter of course, 
they've been heard to ask somebody in DH-
161 for directions to "DeeMoss." Most follow 
the opposite gender around in circles. 
Homesickness runs through the class like a 
new strain of Ebola. They look 
both ways before crossing the 
street around the Circle. They trav-
el in huge packs or lonely singles. 
But many upperclassmen have 
their own idiosyncrasies. They 
usually live in tight groups of 
friends and rarely talk to 
strangers, even those in their 
own dorm. They trash merciless-
^ ^ ^ ^ _ ly on poor of Marriot and scom 
the ignorant who don't do like-
wise. Most of them avoid any activity Dr. 
Falwell hasn't bought them a ticket to and 
almost never violate their set routines by try-
ing something new: a different sport, con-
certs by singers they don't know, whatever. 
Many upperclassmen are apathetic, settled, 
carefully world-weary people. 
Why could the clash of the two groups 
make me nervous? I don't want the enthusi-
asm I see in the freshmen to earn contempt 
from people who were the same way them-
selves a year or two ago. I don't want the 
spirit brought on by this first wave of salva-
tions to be checked by others' carelessness. 
I don't want scorn and insecurity to damage 
a potentially tremendous year. 
Upperclassmen can't prevent the drudgery 
of routine, but their attitudes in particular can 
have dramatic effects on others. Even the 
smallest encouragement can change the course 
of a college career. Ironically, the columnist 
whose anti-freshman editorial drove me to 
write for the Champion became one of my 
biggest encouragers. Take it from me: there's 
power in peace between classes. 
Champion: 
here for you, 
not to give 
directions 
I'm gonna kill the next freshman who 
asks me where DeMoss 114 is. See, the 
Champion office is DH 113. The room next 
door is 115. The building folks, however, 
chose to locate DeMoss 114 in a different 
ZIP code. 
And so the freshmen get lost. Listen, 
gentle readers — clip this out and carry it 
with you: go 'round the corner and walk 
to the end of the hall. That's where the 
classroom is. 
I don't understand why the room was 
placed there. All I 
know is I'm tired 
of telling newbies 
how to find it. (Of 
course, I don't 
think that giving 
them this bit of 
advice will stop 
freshmen from get-
ting lost. I heard a TIMOTHY J. 
gaggle of them GIBBONS 
arguing about ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M " 
where the Vines Center was. If they can't 
find that...) 
I'll stop whining about the freshmen 
now — at least in this column. But as long 
as I'm giving directions, I would like to 
hand out some instructions about the 
Champion itself. 
During the next few weeks, we will all 
be reminded that this is our campus and 
therefore we should take care of it. 
Similarly, let me say that the Champion is 
your newspaper — and you can help take 
care of it as well. 
First of all, read the paper. I know most 
of you pick it up just to read my column, 
but it's important that you peruse all of it. 
Our job is to get information to you. If 
you don't receive the information, we're 
not doing our job. 
Also, if any of you want to take that big 
step from reader to participant, we'd be 
happy to accommodate you. Be it taking 
pictures, finding out what's happening on 
campus or sharing your opinion, students 
of any major are welcome to help in the 
production of the Champion. 
If you don't want to write for us, I 
would appreciate if you could write to us. 
In other words, communicate. As I said 
earlier, our job is to get the information to 
you — and we have to know how well 
we're doing that. 
We who work on the Champion tend to 
be a pretty insular lot, spending most of 
our time in DeMoss 113 (standing ready 
to give directions to 114). We welcome 
hearing from you, however. 
Letters to the editors (published every 
week we have them) can be dropped off in 
the box outside the newspaper office. If 
coming down here is too much of a hassle, 
you can e-mail your musings; our address 
is champion@liberty.edu. 
These letters don't have to be for publi-
cation. If you want to share a news tip or 
an opinion, let us know that it's for "Our 
Eyes Only." Whether your comments are 
for publication or not, I value them. 
Being the editor of the newspaper is 
somewhat like being a politician; you, 
gentle readers, are my constituents. I have 
to make sure your needs are being met and 
I can only do that if I know what your 
needs are. 
As long as your needs don't involve 
finding out where DeMoss 114 is. 
SPEAK | 
Class of '00 
What has been your favorite 
experience at Liberty so far? 
"I totally 
enjoyed the 
Theater of 
Illusion!" 
-Jay Gildersleeve 
Clementon, N.J. 
"The Olympics 
were a blast!" 
-Paula Schiffer 
Shinglehouse, Pa. 
"Getting together 
with friends and 
watching a 
movie." 
-Tessa Midcap 
Evanston, Wyo. 
"Watching the 
commotion 
caused by the 
Giant Twister." 
-Chris Fahey 
Sumter, S.C. 
"Meeting friends 
who are 'real' in 
their relationship 
with Christ." 
-Jason McDowell 
Evansville, Ind. 
"The magic 
show was 
awesome." 
-James Siring, Jr. 
Franklinville, N.J. 
M M ^ M K L H J M 
Getting 
into the 
groove 
H aving a hard time getting back into school? Here's a piece of 
advice for the future: Take a modular! 
On Aug. 5 when everyone else still had 
three weeks left to relax and keep school 
off the brain, a few brave others and I 
packed all of our earthly belongings and 
trooped back to campus. (And coming 
from Hawaii, let me tell you it was a 
long haul.) 
So, after spending the summer loung-
ing in the tropics, you can bet that 
Lynchburg was not sounding like the 
most appealing place on the planet. 
You're probably wondering what I was 
doing in Hawaii? 
Well.it wasn't my fault. My father is 
an officer in the United States Navy, 
and last spring, my parents were 
informed that they would be transferred 
to Pearl Harbor in September for three 
years (no sympathy, please). 
This piece of information was not shock-
ing as we usually "pick up and move out" 
every two to four years, but our new loca-
tion was a little bit surprising. (Definitely , 
not unpleasant, just surprising.) 
So after making a trip to Lynchburg in 
August to drop my brother and me off at 
Liberty, my parents took off for paradise. 
I was able to visit for a month during 
our Christmas break and again for the 
entire summer. Well, almost the entire 
summer. 
Now, back to why I came back early. At 
the very end of last year, one of my girl-
friends and I decided to take an August 
modular, and it just so happened that we 
were taking the same one. 
So, on the very first day of class, I 
meandered casually into the classroom 
and scanned the crowd, looking for my 
friend's familiar face. 
I was expecting her to be waiting for 
me, ready to jump up and greet me. 
Girls always get teased for squealing 
and giggling and hugging when they 
haven't seen each other in a long time and 
I have to admit, it's true. 
When guys finally see each other after 
a long summer of friendlessness, all they 
ever seem to be able to scrounge up is, 
"Hey, man. How's it going?" Boy, that's a 
new one. I'll bet the answer is,"Not 
much." 
We girls, on the other hand, always 
seem to have so much to catch up on. 
I scanned the crowd anxiously and felt 
my hope growing dimmer and dimmer. 
"She's just late," I tried to assure myself. 
Now that is an understatement. I 
think the world of this friend, but she 
couldn't be on time to save her life. (You 
know who you are, so I won't embarrass 
you by mentioning your name.) 
Well, I decided to take a seat and save 
one next to me for her when she came in 
late. 
Class started and the hours went by. I 
waited and waited, but still no sign of her. 
When the class finally dismissed for the 
day, I went up to the front to ask the pro-
fessor if she was still enrolled in the class. 
When I h^ard someone calling my 
name near the door of the classroom I 
knew it was her. 
Of course, I rushed over and gave her a 
hug (I think we might have even 
squealed) then we immediately began to 
get caught up on the events of the sum-
mer, talking a mile a minute. 
In fact, I don't think we quit talking 
until she left at the end of the week to 
go home. 
Some people say that modulars are a 
drag, but I had quite the opposite expe-
rience. 
It felt like a welcome-back party for 
me. It was nice to see some familiar 
faces again. (Not that Hawaii was get-
ting boring or anything.) 
Though we were in a classroom, the 
atmosphere was much more relaxed than 
the normal classroom situation. 
It probably had something to do with 
die fact that the dress code was nonexis-
tent, even for the professor. 
And it was nice to only have the work-
load of one class for a whole week 
before jumping into a full schedule. 
So, for future reference, after a long, 
relaxing, sit-on-the-beach-and-soak-up-
sun, no-brain-power-required summer, 
modulars are die way to slowly break 
back into the school scene. 
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Away From Home 
and Lovin 
Class of '00 
Floods Campus 
KRIS PATTERSON 
Life! Editor 
Here they come a truckin' in and boy is 
there a truckload of them! This very well 
could be the record-breaking year for 
freshmen enrollment. What do you do with 
all of these freshmen? 
Well, Student Life certainly has provided 
an action-packed week to get them all 
acquainted with each other and with the 
campus. 
Activities ranging from movies to "giant 
Twister" to the Outrageous Olympic trials 
kept them busy. 
The Outrageous Olympic trials took place 
in the David's Place parking lot. (Almost as 
exciting as the real Olympics, right?) 
Because of rain, the Outrageous Olympics 
have had to be rescheduled, and times will 
be announced at a later date. 
And there are more exciting things to 
come including the Block Party on Aug. 27 
which will literally block off a section oi 
campus for an outdoor picnic and lots of 
fun, games and music. 
On Aug. 28 a Geoff Moore and the 
Distance will appear in concert in the 
Vines Center. 
But how are the freshmen really doing? 
For many of them, it is their first time 
away from home, which can definitely be 
a scary experience. 
But looking around campus, there does 
not appear to be tears flowing or homesick-
ness written on too many faces. 
They are busy getting involved, and as 
freshman Julie Faught from Staunton, Va., 
said, "Loving everything." 
Christa Weisser from St. Clairshores, 
Mich., agreed with her. "Everyone is really 
friendly. It'a a lot of fun," she said. 
The RAs seem to be holding up pretty 
Ted Woolford/ LIBERTY UNIVERSITY 
GETTING INVOLVED AND FORGETTING HOME-
SICKNESS—During freshmen orientation week, students 
pause to "Focus" on prayer and fellowship with their 
KAs.(top) Katie Marks, an RA in dorm 20-2 speaks with 
some of the girls on her hall (left to right): Kate Allison, 
Norma Meredith, Eve Plimtum, Rebecca Herndon, Katie 
Marks, Amy Pulver and Laura Hennebery. Outrageous 
Olympics trials proved to be a big hit with the students 
(above). In this particular event, students had to fdl a jug 
with water using only their hair and mouths. 
Snrena Beaslcy / LIBERTY CHAMPION 
well, too. After a long and tiring week of 
training, they still seemed to have enough 
energy to go everywhere and do everything 
that the freshmen were doing. 
Theresa Hansrote, an RA in Dorm three, 
said, "I think it's great and unity-building 
for these freshmen. It's just a lot of fun." 
Many freshmen expressed how glad they 
were that they had this week to move in and 
get to know people before the rest of stu-
dents arrived. 
On the other side of things, some of them 
are ready to settle into a daily routine. 
Ion Ail of Bloomsburg, Pa., said, "I've 
met a lot of people this week, but you never 
see them again. I want to get into a normal 
routine and see people everyday." 
In the midst of these activities, however, 
the students have had the opportunity to 
pause and fix their attention on a more seri-
ous side of college life: the spiritual side. 
Nightiy "focus" meetings brought stu-
dents together with their RAs, SLDs, prayer 
leaders and fellow dormmates for a time of 
prayer and fellowship. 
After some brief announcements from the 
RA, larger groups branched off into smaller 
prayer groups for Bible study. 
Jamie Holmberg of Sterling, Va., said that 
this is what she has enjoyed the most. 
"Focus is awesome. I love meeting peo-
ple on my hall and spending time in God's 
Word with them," she said. 
And so far, there has been no complaining 
about the food (then again, the upper class-
men are not here yet). In fact, Marriott 
seems to be "social central" these days. The 
library might assume that position soon. 
Well, it looks as if this year is getting off 
to a booming start. 
Rooms and halls are being decorated, 
friends are being made and roots are being 
established for the next few years. 
Looks like that truckload of kids is 
doing well after all. 
Idols or grace, our choice 
By BRIAN JACOBS 
Champion Reporter 
T o most people it is nonexistent. In the eyes of many, idolatry is a thing of the ancient past or of eastern 
mysticism. Idolatry, however, is a real part of America 
today. The Bible states in Jonah that "those who cling to 
worthless idols forfeit the grace that could be theirs" (Jonah 
2:8). 
Remember Jonah? Remember the guy who got swal-
lowed by the fish and spent diree days in its belly'.' 
Remember Ninevah? 
Yes, that's him. Just an ordinary man whose will was 
not God's. Just an ordinary man, repenting from the belly 
of a big fish. He was an ordinary messenger, but had an 
extraordinary message. Let's analyze it. 
What is an idol? Webster tells us that an idol is "a person 
or object of intense love or admiration." 
Let's extend that to the biblical realm and suae that an idol 
is a person or object or ideal dial is more important to you than 
God or one that you appear to love more tiian God. 
Jonah's downfall was pride. He loved himself and was 
more concerned for himself than he was for God and lor 
carrying out God's plan. 
The people of Ninevah were wicked, and Jonah consid-
ered himself better than them. He put his desires before 
God's desires and his rebellion sent him swimming in the 
middle of a big storm. 
He tried running to protect his reputation, only to find 
that this was more unstable tiian being on the ship dial was 
tossed about by the sea. 
What is your idol? Sports? Movies? Family? Where are 
your priorities'.' Is God at die top of dial list'.' If He is not, 
than that's where your idol is. 
Sometimes we let things slowly creep into our lives that 
take up more mid more of our time, take us away from God 
and take us where we never intended to go. 
Sometimes our idols are not bad things. Idols could be 
various good tilings such as family, school, or even min-
istry. Sometimes too many good tilings draw us away from 
the best thing, Jesus Christ. 
How many times have you caught yourself saying, "1 
can't go to church tonight, I have a big test to study for" or 
"1 have a big dale lonighl." 
I have, many times. 
The problem is dial I was probably playing volleyball or 
hanging out with friends that afternoon when I should have 
studied so I could make it to church that evening. 
Are there times when you find yourself justifying 
missing out on your time with God because of some-
thing you wanted to do? Do you get too tired and think, 
"I'll do it later"? 
Good or bad, these things have become your idols. 
Jonah states that those who have idols will "forfeit the 
grace that could be theirs." 
What is this grace we could be missing out on? 
I believe these are the blessings God has prepared for 
His friends. 
It is pretty difficult to call Him "Friend" if we do not keep 
in fellowship with Him. One of the ways we keep in fel-
lowship with Him is through prayer. 
It is pretty difficult to call 1 lim friend if we spend all our 
lime with someone or something else. 
It difficult to call Him friend and grow in His love if we 
do not spend ample time in His Word, learning about it. 
We do not even know of some of the blessings that God 
has in store for us as His friends and we never will know 
them if we do not choose grace and rid ourselves of the 
idols Uiat inhibit our walk with Him. 
\ 
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Super Bowl XXXI: Packers vs. Bills 
Green Bay Packers and Buffalo Bills to win conferences and go all the way to Bourbon Street 
Nl C East 
1. Dallas Cowboys: What do you get 
when you take one of the best defen-
sive players in the game and move 
him to offense? A mediocre wide 
receiver. That is what will happen as 
Deion Sanders moves to the other 
side of the ball. This is a move that 
was at first a novelty act and now a 
necessity since Michael Irvin's birth-
day party. Sanders will be adequate 
but the Cowboys lose a lot by toting 
him out there until Irvin returns. 
Emmitt Smith is the best running 
back in the world. He will provide 
enough offense to give the 'Boys first 
place in the east, but not a Super 
Bowl. The Cowboys are in trouble. 
Jay Novacek is hurting, Irvin is in 
trouble, Sanders is on the wrong side 
of the ball and Barry Switzer is still 
holding the reigns. 
Record: 10-6 
2. Philadelphia Eagles: The reason 
that the Eagles won't take over first 
place this season is that the team has 
no leader. Ty Detmer is as unproven 
as they come at quarterback. Without 
a good quarterback, no team will get 
over the hump. 
Ricky Waiters will get the job done 
running the ball. That isn't a problem. 
Irving Fryar and Chris Jones will 
catch the ball. That is not a big prob-
lem. The big problem is Detmer. 
Philly is good, but not good enough to 
dethrone Dallas yet. 
Record: 9-7 
3. Washington Redskins: Well, Gus 
Frerotte is the man in Washington. 
Heath Shuler is the man with the clip-
board for the first few weeks. This 
team is very solid, but it won't rise to 
the top until the quarterback situation 
is resolved. 
The Skins have improved on 
defense especially with the addition 
of Sean Gilbert on the line. The 
defense is good enough to get the job 
done, as is the offense. The Redskins 
are a year away from making a big 
turnaround. 
Record: 8-8 
4. Arizona Cardinals: The departure 
of Buddy Ryan doesn't change things 
much, nor does the addition of 
Boomer Esiason behind center. 
This is a team that only garnered 96 
yards of offense against the Panthers 
last year. The Cardinals are in dire 
straights. 
Record: 5-11 
5. New York Giants: Dave Brown is 
not capable of leading an NFL 
offense. Rodney Hampton may aver-
age over a 1,000 yards per season but 
he does it carrying the ball a ton. The 
Giants have no one to throw the ball 
to. The defense is not good. 
Giant fans will have a good idea of 
what the Jets fans felt like at the draft 
this season. 
Record: 4-12 
NFC Central 
1. Green Bay Packers: The Pack is 
back. Thirty years ago the Packers 
won the first Super Bowl. This year 
they will win the 31st. What comes 
around goes around. Brett Favre is the 
best quarterback in the game right 
now. He has a good receiving corp to 
throw to, and the defense is as good 
as they come. As long as Favre is able 
to play through pain, without any 
drugs, this team will be the best in 
football. 
Reggie White and Sean Jones are 
as good as defensive linemen come. 
The rest of the defense is a good sup-
porting cast. 
Record: 12-4 
2. Detroit Lions: Offensively there is 
nothing that this team could want. It 
is strong at quarterback, receiver and 
running back. Scott Mitchell showed 
last year that he is more than just a 
good backup. Barry Sanders was 
himself last year, piling up an even 
1500 yards. Herman Moore and Brett 
Perriman are the best receiving tan-
dem in the NFL. 
So this team has it all — right? 
Wrong! The Lions show very little 
bite on defense. Detroit ranked 25th 
in yards allowed per play last season 
and saw the departure of all-every-
thing linebacker Chris Speilman in 
the offseason. The Lions also allowed 
an NFL high 350 first downs last year. 
The offense will make up for the 
defense and the team will make the 
playoffs. 
Record: 9-7. 
3. Chicago Bears: Da Bears are on 
the way up. Rashaan Salaam is one of 
the best young players in the game, 
but he has to medicate his fumblitis 
this season. Erik Kramer made strides 
last year as Chicago got an air attack. 
The defense was looking more and 
more like the old Monsters of the 
Midway until last week when Chris 
Zorich went down for the year. Bryan 
Cox is a good addition to the line-
backing corp as long as he doesn't 
spit on fans. The secondary is strong 
but the front can definitely be run on. 
Record: 8-8 
4. Tampa Bay Buccaneers: Tony 
Dungy inherited a very strong 
defense when he took over the Bucs. 
Hardy Nickerson, Warren Sapp and 
Eric Curry make up a good nucleus. 
This unit will get better as the year 
progresses. 
Offensively, the Bucs lack an iden-
tity. Errict Rhett is a nice back who 
should go over a 1,000 yards again. 
Trent Differ was horrible at quarter-
back last year and is still learning the 
position. The problem Differ faces is 
that the only target he really has is 
Alvin Harper, a deep threat. 
Record: 7-9 
5. Minnesota Vikings: Warren Moon 
will turn 40 this season. Here's a nice 
little tidbit: No signal caller in his 40s 
has ever won a Super Bowl. Let's 
face it, football is a young man's 
game. The receivers are good, but 
Moon is past his prime. 
The defense allows way too many 
passing yards. The team allowed more 
yards through the air last season than 
any other Minnesota team. The only 
solid players on the defense are safety, 
Orlando Thomas, and lineman, John 
Randle. They can't do it all. 
Record: 6-10 
ball. Steve Young will rebound from 
last year's injury-plagued season. 
Jerry Rice is the best receiver ever to 
play the game and will have a Rice-
like season. The question is who will 
run the ball? William Floyd is on the 
DL, Derrick Loville is not a feature 
back-type and Johnny Johnson is past 
his prime. As long as San Fran can 
plug in someone who can catch the 
ball, it will win double-digit games. 
Defensively, the 49ers are okay. 
Ken Norton, Gary Plummer, Bryant 
Young and Merton Hanks anchor a 
defense that gets the job done every 
game. The biggest problem for the 
49ers is a schedule that has Green 
Bay, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Houston and 
Cincinnati on it. 
Record: 11-5 
2. St Louis Rams: Steve Walsh is 
the quarterback. Here's a memo to 
Steve — Get the ball to Isaac Bruce. 
Bruce showed last year that he is one 
of the premier receivers in the game. 
Even when teams started to key on 
Bruce he was able to get to the ball 
and posted nine 100-yard games. 
The'D isn't bad, but it isn't great 
either. Expect to see some good 
things and some bad things. All in all, 
it is a middle of the road type of sea-
son for the Rams. 
Record: 8-8 
3. Carolina Panthers: The Panthers 
are better, but not as much as you 
might think. The team could be a lot 
better had Tun Biakabutuka been 
around for the entire'training camp. 
He wasn't, so the man with the long 
last name will struggle early. Kerry 
Collins will only get better. 
The defense is good. Lamar Lathon 
is good on the right side and the addi-
tion of Kevin Greene on the left side 
will only make them better. The rest 
of the D will get things done for 
Carolina. 
Record: 8-8 
4. Atlanta Falcons: Look in the ai.r. 
It's a bird, it's a plane, it's a Jeff 
George long ball. George can throw 
bombs, bullets and be-be's. Eric 
Metcalf and Terrance Mathis can 
catch them. Atlanta's problem is that 
it can't sustain drives. The long pass 
is like a sword, you live by it and die 
by it. 
The defense allows more TDs 
through the air than the offense 
scores. That hurts. 
Record: 7-9 
5. New Orleans Saints: It seems that 
this team cannot get over the hump. 
As soon as it gets better at one thing, 
another falls apart. This year the prob-
lem is going to be the running game. 
Mario Bates just isn't the type of back 
who can carry an offense. 
Unless you are the 49ers, you need 
a big-time back to carry the ball if you 
expect to win at this level. Only two 
teams averaged less yards on the 
ground last year. 
Record: 5-11 
will be complemented up front by the 
addition of Chris Speilman. 
Offensively, the Bills are more than 
adequate. Jim Kelly still gets the job 
done, and there's no quit in Thurman 
Thomas. Andre Reed has something 
to prove. 
Record: 11-5 
2. New England Patriots: A bad 
thing happened to the rest of the divi-
sion in the offseason: Drew Bledsoe 
got a quarterback coach. Bledsoe has 
already shown improvement since the 
addition of Chris Palmer to the coach-
ing staff. Curtis Martin is an up and 
coming superstar, and there is no bet-
ter tight end than Ben Coates. 
The Pats also face the easiest 
schedule in the AFC, so expect to see 
a ton of improvement and a playoff 
appearance — via the wild card. 
Record: 10-6 
3. Miami Dolphins: All of the fish 
fans that think the addition of Jimmy 
Johnson is going to equal instant suc-
cess have another thing coming. The 
Dolphins have no defense to speak of. 
The rest of the AFC East is going to 
eat the Dolphins for lunch. 
Offensively, the Fish are also in 
trouble. Dan Marino is awesome, but 
he has no one to throw to. 
Record: 8-8. 
4. Indianapolis Colts: Can you say 
flash in the pan? The Colts may have 
been one play from the Super Bowl 
last year, but the team will not even 
make the playoffs this season. Jim 
Harbaugh cashed in on a good year 
last season with a big paycheck this 
year, but Captain Comeback will not 
be able to get it done this time around. 
Marshall Faulk will get the job 
done running the ball, but Indy won't 
move the ball through the air. 
Defensively, the Colts are okay, but 
not okay enough to make up the dif-
ference from the lack of offense. 
Record: 7-9. 
5. New York Jets: Jets fans are very 
excited about the changes the team 
made in the offseason, but they won't 
be very excited about the team's 
record at the end of the year. Neil 
O'Donnell is adequate, but the offen-
sive line is full of holes. 
Keyshawn Johnson is a good wide-
out, but holding out will hurt his 
progress this season. 
Record: 5-11 
best linebackers in the league, and the 
secondary is solid, as is the line. If the 
Steelers can score points, the team 
will make the playoffs. 
Record: 9-7. 
3. Cincinnati Bengals: Jeff Blake is 
good. Unfortunately, he isn't as good 
as people think he is. The Bengals 
will only go as far as his arm will take 
them, and this will be a season of mis-
content behind center. Carl Pickens 
will get the job done on one side of 
the field, but Darnay Scott won't. Ki-
Jana Carter will make an impact this 
season after the injury last year. 
The defense will be much better, 
especially with the emergence of 
John Copeland on the line. 
Record: 8-8. * 
4. Jacksonville Jaguars: The Jags 
have a left handed quarterback who 
likes to run. Unfortunately, his name 
is not Steve Young — it's Mark 
Brunell. Brunell is getting better, as is 
the rest of the team, but he still has a 
lot to learn before this team starts to 
challenge for the playoffs. 
The offensive line is very solid, and 
the addition of Natrone Means is 
interesting. The Jags are not ready to 
make the playoffs yet 
Record: 6-10 
5. Baltimore Ravens: Talk about a 
team that has a lot of holes. The team 
formerly known as the Browns has a 
terrible quarterback, a bad running 
back, threat less wide receivers and no 
defense to speak of. 
Other than that the Ravens are in 
good shape. Will the Ravens make 
the playoffs soon? Nevermore. 
Record: 3-13 
AFC West 
AFC EAST 
1. Buffalo Bills: Revenge of the team 
that won't roll over and die. The Bills 
are not only the best team in the divi-
sion, but the whole conference. 
Buffalo's defense is as strong as they 
come. Bruce Smith and Bryce Paup 
A F C Central 
1. Houston Oilers: The Oilers? Yes 
this is serious. The Oilers will be a 
much better team this season. This 
team is young and hungry. Both Steve 
and Tim McNair will excel this sea-
son. As will running back Eddie 
George, the best wide receiver you've 
never heard of, Chris Sanders. 
The core of this team is young and 
strong. If they get off to a strong start, 
Houston will be a team to be reck-
oned with. 
Record: 10-6. 
2. Pittsburgh Steelers: The Steel 
Curtain has some chinks in it, espe-
cially at the quarterback position. Jim 
Miller is learning on the job, which 
usually spells trouble for NFL signal 
callers in their first years. 
Defensively, the Steelers are sec-
ond to none. Greg Lloyd is one of the 
1. Kansas City Chiefs: Defense wins 
games and this defense is as strong as 
they come. The Chiefs have a knack 
for taking the ball away from oppos-
ing offenses. 
The offense gets the job done. It 
may not be the most flashy of all the 
west coast offenses established, but 
what it lacks in flash, it makes up for 
in substance. Tamarick Vanover will 
show that he is one of the best young 
wide receivers in the game. Marcus 
Allen still finds the end zone, and 
Steve Bono is a decent quarterback. 
Record: 11-5 
2. Seattle Seahawks: The Seahawks 
are on the way up. Rick Mirer will 
come around and start to show some 
of the promise that he had coming 
into the league. Chris Warren is one 
of the best running backs in the 
game and will top 1,500 yards this 
year on the ground. With Joey 
Galloway catching passes and a 
revamped offensive line, the 
Seahawks have a core of young 
players that will lead them into the 
next decade. 
The defense will bend some, but 
won't break. The Seahawks need to 
improve their 9-31 record against the 
AFC West in the past five seasons. 
Record: 9-7 
3. San Diego Chargers: The light-
ning bolts have lost 11 of the 22 
starters from the Super Bowl season. 
The great exodus from San Diego has 
left the team in a sorry state. 
Stan Humphries is a winner. Junior 
Seau is one of the most hard-nosed 
linebackers in the NFL. San Diego 
could use a lot more players like 
Seau, but there aren't enough on the 
team to get over the .500 hump. 
Record: 8-8 
4. Oakland Raiders: Things could 
be worse. I mean, at least Oakland 
doesn't have to wheel Jeff Hostetler 
out on a wheelchair — yet. Hostetler 
can fling it down-field, but he takes 
too many hits. 
The defense is improved with 
Larry Brown and Russell Maryland 
coming over from the Cowboys, but 
not enough to make a huge impact. 
Record: 7-9 
5. Denver Broncos: Denver has one 
problem: Half of every game is spent 
playing defense. This team cannot 
play defense. Denver has not had an 
interception by a comerback since 
Nov. of 1994. That was over 20 
games ago. The team also had only 30 
sacks all season. Those numbers do 
not coincide with a winner. 
John Elway still can get it done, but 
for how much longer? His knees are 
about as sturdy as wet paper towels. 
Record: 6-10 
— by Rich Machine 
PEKING CHINESE 
RESTAURANT 
In the Graves Mill Shopping Center 
UNLIMITED / FREE / 
BUFFET / DELIVERY / 
• (UNTIL 10PM) • 
385-9663 
NFC West 
1. San Fransisco 49ers: The Niners 
are still one of the best teams in foot-
CLEAN LUBE 
S E R V I C E C E N T E R 
10 M i n u t e O i l C h a n g e 
Wednesday Student/ Faculty Day 20% Off 
• 18 point Inspection 
• Transmission Service 
• Tire Rotation 
• Hand Car Wash 
• No Appointment Necessary 
• * • • * • 
(mean ing all inclusive) 
Hours: M-F 7:30-6:00 
Sat 7:30-4:00 
CLEAN LUBE 
S E R V I C E C E N T E R 
OIL, LUBE, AND FILTER* 
$19.95 
reg. $24.95 
(Up to 5 Quarts) 
•Coupon not good w/ any other promotion 
8503 Timberlake Rd. 237-5771 
F
°
r a l l 
yourcoinp titer 
needs! 
INC. 
Computer Sen/ice and Support 
403 Oakridge Blvd, Lynchburg 
846-1839 
OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT & CLOTHIER 
LYNCHBURG'S ONLY OUTDOOR SPECIALTY SHOP 
Specializing in Backpacking, Camping, Hiking, 
Rock Climbing Equipment and Outdoor Apparel 
WISHES YOU . . . 
GOOD LUCK 
fa Rental Equipment Available for Weekend 
or Extended Trips 
** Outfitters-Guide Service: Backpacking & 
Rock Climbing Trips for Small Groups 
VILLAGE COURTS SH0PPPING CENTER 
4119BOONSBORORD. 
<s, 
Monday - Friday 10 am - 8 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 6 pm 
(804) 386-4302 Accepted 
• O'lOSV • OAVM • l.).)ll\VH!) • SNItlilOH IVAON • WV:IMS.UJO.tS S.I IV 
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• this 
• cK Calvin Klefl^Hjommy 
Wmique • Nike • Joe ^ " f l L ; kffffk 
Nautica • Chaps • Timber-land • AirWalk 
Po.o Sport • Escape . S u n d e r s • cK one 
T" _L 
10°/c 
a n y 
i t e m 
Save 10% on any 
1 regular price or 
sale price item when 
you present this 
coupon to your Sales 
Associate at the time 
of purchase. 
Not all brands In all store*. Coupon cannot be used In 
combination with any other discount or coupon. 
Some exclusions apply. Expire* 10/12/M. 
1 \ 
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Flames' foes for the Fall of '96 
Football Schedule 
Aug. 29 
Sept. 7 
Sept. 14 
Sept. 21 
Sept. 28 
Oct. 12 
Oct. 19 
Oct. 26 
Nov. 2 
Nov. 9 
Nov. 16 
* Homecoming 
at East Tennessee St. 
Western Carolina 
Delaware State 
at Morgan State 
Indiana State 
Hofstra 
at Western Kentucky 
Charleston Southern * 
at Hampton 
L i v i n g s t o n e 
at Georgia Southern 
7:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m 
8:00 p.m 
1:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m 
1:30 p.m 
3:30 p.m 
Ttd Wooltord / LIBERTY CHAMTION 
Lady Flames Soccer Schedule 
Aug. 30 
Sept. 3 
Sept. 7 
Sept. 9 
Sept 11 
Sept. 14 
Sept. 17 
Sept. 21 
Sept. 28 
Oct. 2 
Oct. 12 
Oct. 19 
Oct. 23 
Oct. 26 
Nov. 1 
Nov. 7-10 
Richmond 4:00 p.m. 
Furman 3:00 p.m. 
atUMBC* 1:00 p.m. 
at Howard 3:00 p.m. 
at East Carolina 4:00 p.m. 
St. Francis 11:00 a.m. 
at Georgetown 4:00 p.m. 
atWofford 1:00 p.m. 
Radford* 4:00 p.m. 
at Appalachian St. 7:30 p.m. 
UNCAsheville* 11:00 a.m. 
Charleston So. 1:00 p.m. 
atUNCG'boro 7:00 p.m. 
Lincoln Mem. # 12:00 p.m. 
VCU 3:30 p.m. 
Big South Tournament at 
Gjeensboro, N.C. 
* Denotes Big South game 
# Homecoming 
Men's Soccer Schedule 
Aug. 31 
Sept 4 
Sept. 6 
Sept 11 
Sept 16 
Sept 21 
Sept 25 
Sept 28 
Oct 2 
Oct 5 
Oct 11 
Oct. 12 
Oct 19 
Oct 21 
Oct 26 
Oct. 30 
Nov. 2 
Nov. 7-10 
Appalachian St 
at Marshall 
2:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
Md. Eastern Shore 4:00 p.m. 
High Point 
East Carolina 
UMBC* 
at Radford * 
at Charleston So. 
at Virginia 
Winthrop * 
at Vanderbilt 
at W.Kentucky 
at Coastal Carolina 
at The Citadel 
Lincoln Mem. # 
4:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
* 7:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 
11:00 a.m 
at UNC Greensboro *7:00 p.m. 
UNCAsheville* 2:00 p.m 
Big South Tournament 
T«d Wooltord / LIBERTY CHAMHON 
Caribbean Snow 
GOURMET SHAVED ICE 
**** 95 payors - Fat Free ****! 
BUY 1, GET 8 OZ. SIZE FREE! 
Now Featuring: 12 Kinds of Sundaes 
SOFTEST SNOW IN TOWN 
OPEN NOON -10 PM 
• 341)4 Old Forest Rd. - Food Lion Piking Lot • 
•>MHH) Words Rd. - Outlets & More Parking Lor 
* Denotes Big South Conference match 
# Homecoming 
Editor's Note: The schedules for volleyball and 
MJmQSdrTT^ KKrToirrr^  gross country will appear next week. 
Putt-Putt* Putt-Putt • Putt-: 
Offical "LU £atc 
mte Activiy" 
UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
Large Gameroom • 237-7888 • 3 Golf Courses 
8105 Timberlake Rd. • Lynchburg, Va. 
FREE 
Go-Kart Ride! 
($3.00 value) 
Buy 4 Rides Get 
1 Ride FREE! 
Expires Sept. 30,1996 
RECETVE 
4 FREE 
GAMEROOM 
TOKENS 
No purchase necessary. 
Expires Sept. 30,1996 
Putt-Putt* 
4 FREE 
Game Room 
Tokens 
(No purchase necessary) 
•Over 20 games for 
your enjoyment 
Expires Sept. 30,1996 
Back-2-School 
Special 
Receive: 
1 Game Putt-Putt Golf 
1 Go Kart Ride 
10 Tokens 
ONLY $6.00 
Expires Sept. 30,1996 
Putt-Putt 
ot textbooks to sell? 
Why not tell it to 5000 people? 
for only 
$000 3 :*• 
ot textbooks to sell? 
Why not tell it to 5000 people? 
for only $ooo 3 
ot textbooks to sell? 
Why not tell it to 5000 people? 
for only 
$0 00* 3 
*15 words or less. 
—. . — Classifieds 
WORK 
Call Mr. Davis at 582-2128 
WE NEED YOU 
The Liberty Champion needs your help. We are in need of 
the following personnel. 
• Advertising Production 
• Writers 
• Copy Editors 
• Distribution Workers 
• Photographers 
Get involved. Work for the Award Winning Publication of 
the world's most exciting university... 
.The Liberty • 
. . . » . . . | 0 | | 
Call Timothy Gibbons at 582-2124 J 
•I 
• 
r # * •••*•- ?<**, 
iMHf 
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High hopes surround 
Flames football team 
• 
Continued from Plage 12 
most touchdowns in a season with 
16. Four more TDs will make 
Worthington the U J all-time leader 
with 30. 
McFadden is cW€ of the in&iftV 
explosive players tD ever hit the field 
at LU. He has the ability to score' 
every time he touches the ball. 
McFadden scored nine touchdowns 
last season, one rushing, four receiv--
ing, two kickoff returns and twopunt 
returns. 
While Worthington and McFadden 
will scare opposing defenses, the 
question remains on who will lead tfie< 
attack. Junior Ben Anderson seems 
primed to take over the reins after two 
seasons as Antwan Chiles' under-
study. Anderson has an accurate arm 
and is comfortable with the offense: ; 
The biggest problem facing Anderson •, 
; is that he has never started a game and 
has yet to face a No. 1 defense. 
Nipping at Anderson's heels- for 
the starting job is redshirt freshman 
Glenwood Ferebee. The young quar-'. 
The rest of the 
offense should be able 
to get the job done. 
Tan Acoff, Xavier 
Slade and Desmond 
Washington will also 
seefftae m me back-
field. Courtney 
Freeman, Lance 
Duncan and Tony 
Covington head up the 
rest Of the receiving 
corps. The Flames also 
have several freshinan 
who could see some 
significant playing 
time. 
The defense is high-
lighted by a strong 
secondary. Defensive 
backs Kenyatta Mur-
ray, Qaig Henry and 
Robert Butt head up a 
secondary that can 
coter well and play physical. 
'.The linebacking corp is not the 
strongest the Flames have had, but is 
more than adequate. Damon Bomar 
terback possesses good quickness^ is the best of the bunch. Bomar is 
and the ability to run the optitin 
Ferebee will open up an offensive s$t 
that Rutigliano has never used, but 
sees as a good Weapon. 
"I realize tliat running the option at 
Liberty is like changing religions, but 
wait until you see what kind' of. 
excitement (Ferebee) bring*" 
Rutigliano said. 
moving from the outside to the inside 
position this year. Along with Bomar, 
Jessie Riley and uansfer Brad 
Waggoner will see substantial time. 
The defensive line is banged up. 
Starters James Highsmith, Jarrod 
Everson and Rodney Degrate have 
all suffered nagging injuries through-
out camp. The three players should 
Mil l Cudi /1 jMwmr CRAMTION 
GOT IT — Pete McFadden makes a catch. 
be ready to go for the opener against 
East Tennessee State; Rubeft 
Freeman is the fourth lineman that 
should start for the Flames. 
The special teams units should be 
one of the Flames strengths. 
McFadden will make opposing teams 
think twice about kicking off deep or 
punting long. Phillip Harrelsoh has a 
strong leg and will handle the kickoff 
and field goal duties. Rookie Brannon 
Duncan, whose brothers Lance and 
Ryan are on the team, will handle the 
punting chores. 
Lugo returns to men's basketball team 
Former LU forward Che' Lugo 
\ has returned to Liberty after plsiy*- ] 
ing a season at Ventura Coinjnunltjr 
College in Veriiuta, California'. 
Lugo, a 6-8 forward, played for LU 
during the 1994-95 season but 
opted not to return in the spring; 
Lugo played one season.at 
• Ventura whe?d he afariged -&Q 
per game. 
Ventura won the California state 
'junior college championship in 
i 199/6, Lugo fitt* three years of eli-
gibility remaining. 
I ' m excited to be back here at 
Liberty," said Lugo. "Liberty has a 
.good team coming back this sea-
'abii, and-1. want to make Sure and 
points, 7.0 rebounds antf^S blocks' contribute to the team's effort." 
"We are definitely encouraged 
with the return of Che' to our pro-
gram," Head Coach Jeff Meyef 
said. "We believed* all along• mt$f 
our campus environment was real-
ly positive for him in that he could 
develop and conuibute to our bas-
ketball program. He will add depth.-
to our interior positions." 
—from staff reporti 
Place Classified Ads 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM Weekdays 
i 
Call Mr. Cam Davis at 5 8 2 - 2 1 2 8 
— 
BEST PART TTMB JOB IN LYNCH;' 
BURG- Telemarlatersneeded, faed-
lent wages. Up to $6.50 per hr. Plan 
your own schedule, min. 3 days, 
$6.00, 4 days, $6.50 .per or. 
Transportation available, van' leaves 
DeMoss bid., 5:10 daily. Great hours 
for students. Mon-Fri, 5:30 to 9 pjn., 
sat, 10:30 am. to 2 p.m. Call 582-
1583 or 582-1587. B&B 
Presentations, 528 Leesville RtJ., 
Lynchburg, VA24502. 
Account Manager 
TransAmerica Marketing Service is 
seeking an Account Manager to man-
age our Christian accounts in our 
Lynchburg facility, locked adjax?enUo> 
Liberty UniVersKyr w8 are a ftjjj-s|r^ 
vice direct response telephone market-
ing company, and we partner with 
some ot the country's most reputable 
Christian organizations. 
The position requires excellent client 
service, analytical and communication 
skills. Prior experience in donor 
development or account service with 
Christian organizations is preferred. 
We offer an excellent starting salary 
and benefits package. 
Customer Service Positions Available 
Immediately! 
TransAmerica Marketing Services is 
seeking students to fill our Client 
Service Representative positions. We 
are a full-service direct response com-
pany which takes calls for some of the 
country's most. reputable Christian 
organizations. We also place calls to 
supporters of Christian organizations. 
We are located adjacent to Liberty 
University, just a few minutes walking 
distance from the campus! 
Applications should have excellent 
customer services and communication 
skills. Training in prayer counseling 
ability to speak a second language are 
a plus. We offer flexible scheduling, 
full and part-time hours, a profession-
al work environment, and starting pay 
rate- of $6 per hour.. We also offer 
excellent opportunities for advance-
ment. " 
To find out more about employment 
with TransAmerica Marketing 
Services, please contact Dana or Mary 
Ann at 1-800-827-1919. 
LARGEST STUDENT TRAVEL 
PLANNER on East Coast looking for 
Campus Rep to promote Kodak 
SPRING BREAK trips "Guaranteed" 
lowest package prices and best incen-
tives. You handle the sales... we handle 
the bookkeeping. Cancun, Nassau, 
Jamaica, S. Padre, Orlando & Key 
West. EARN BIG $$$ AND 
FREE TRIP(S)... GREAT 
RESUME!!! 
CALL 1-800-222-4432 
Please submit a resume to: 
Human Resources 
TransAmerica Marketing Services 
30 West Water Street , 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
•.* 
FREE T-SHIRT 
+ $1000 
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, 
sororities & groups. Any campas orga-
nization can raise up to $1000 by earn-
ing a whopping $5.00/VlSA applica-
tion. Call 1-800^932-0528 ejtt 6 5 . 
Qualified callers receiv* FREET-
SHERT 
Operations Manager: , 
TransAmerica Marke tin a. Service., is.. 
seeking an Operations Manager for 
our Christian call center in our 
Lynchburg facility , located adjacent 
to Liberty University. We are a full-
service direct response telephone mar-
keting company, and we partner with 
Some of the country's most reputable 
Christian organizations. Our call cen-
ter takes inbound calls as well as 
places, outbound calls. 
Applications should have a minimum 
or two years management experience, 
preferably in a call center environ-
ment. This position also requires 
excellent analytical and communica-
tion skills. We offer an excellent start-
ing salary and benefits package, with 
opportunity for advancement. 
Please submit a resume to: 
Human Resources 
TransAmerica Marketing Services 
30 West Water Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
RESPONSIBLE AND RELIABLE 
person needed for after school and.; 
occasional weekend childcare - 237-
3118. 
— — • • - • f, 
A.J. Resume Service. Let us create 
your resume to land you that interview. 
846-6901, Angie. 
CHRISTIAN SERVICE 
JOB •• available with The 
Champion. News, Sports, 
Advertising, Life, Opinion, 
and Distribution 
A.J. 
visit 
Tanning 
FREE, 
846-6901. 
. Come tan with 
Expires 
- * 1 ; 
us, first 
September 7uv 
• ' * • • 
LET The Champion 
Classifieds 
advertise for you!!!!!!!!! 
— — . 
T II Advertise in the Classifieds 
How else will the whole campus know you're 
selling your Dr. Martens? 
aes- BSSS 
Prices in This Ad Effective Tuesday, Auflust 2$, Thin 
Only, We R**?rv* The RJUrUTo Un*t-Qu«n$l|»'. 
• — » — — — — • — « p — * — <i m i l ii 11,1111 
A w i d the wart-
call ahead tor 
faster aerviae 
Sej>te!hg&&1 i,9»6 In.qitor Lynohbu/B 9*<tf»s 
' ri$ye.Q|Qjcily A?c«jjt Federal FoodJStamps. 
a .«•»» : Ai if* ».<* • 
• • • • mammmmm^mmmmm wmmm&mmm 
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NFL team-by-team 
predictions 
':'" •"wwtxm- •fmvmm^-ymmm :vmm& 
The 
Champion Freshmen break 
loose from home 
7 Pg 
Hoop tourney returns to LU 
By RICH MACLONE 
Sports Editor 
The Big South men's and women's bas-
ketball tournaments will be returning to the 
campus of Liberty University this season. 
The Big South announced in May that the 
two tournaments will be played in the Vines 
Center for both the 1997 and 1998 seasons. 
This will mark the first time that both the 
men's and women's tournaments will be 
held at the same time and at the same bas-
ketball facility. 
The tournament will take place the first 
weekend of March and be played over a four 
day period. The men's quarterfinals will be 
played on day one, followed by the women's 
quarterfinals on day two. Day three will 
have the women's semifinals scheduled in 
the afternoon session, and the men's in the 
evening session. The two finals will be 
played on the fourth day. Dates and times 
will be determined later. 
The men's tourney was held at the Vines 
Center in 1995 and 1996. This year's event 
drew a record 26,000 fans for the three days. 
"We in the Big South are very excited to 
be taking the tournament back to Lynchburg, 
Virginia," said former Big South commis-
sioner Buddy Sasser. "The support that the 
entire Lynchburg community showed was a 
big factor in the tournament returning to 
Liberty. Next year's tournament should be 
even more exciting with the addition of the 
women's tournament moving to the Vine's 
Center." 
UNC Greensboro won last season's men's 
tournament with a victory over Liberty in 
the championship game. The Spartans went 
on to lose in the first round to the University 
of Cincinnati 66-61. Charleston Southern 
won the tournament in 1995. 
Radford won the Big South women's tour-
nament last year. 
Football 
l i d WaolfQnt/ UBROTV CHAMPION 
I DON'T THINK $ 0 — L U receiver Courtney Freeman evades a wouldrbetackier in practice this week. The Flames are 
preparing for their opening contest at East Tennessee State University on Thursday. Liberty has received national attention 
this preseason. Street & Smith's ranked LUNo. 9 in it's preseason rankings. The Sporting News ranksLU at No. 10, and Bob 
Grieses's 1996 College Football Yearbook ranks the Flames No. 24. The Flames finished last season as the Sports Network's No. 
19 team, but failed to make the NCAA Div. 1 -A A playoffs. 
looks 
promising 
By RICH MACLONE 
Sports Editor 
If the 1995 LU football season had 
to be summed up in one word it would 
probably be disappointment. The 
Flames posted a respectable 8-3 
record, but missed the NCAA Division 
1-AA playoffs. The worse loss of the 
three came in the second game of the 
year when VMI scored 21 strainght 
points to steal a 50-31 win from the 
Flames. 
The year 1996 seems destined to be 
different. The Flames take the gridiron 
with high hopes resting on the shoul-
ders of two explosive offensive play-
ers: running back Lawrence 
Worthington and running back/wide 
receiver Pete McFadden. These two 
players have been nicknamed 
"Thunder and Lighning" by Head 
Coach Sam Rutighano. 
Worthington has amassed over 
2,200 yards rushing in two seasons 
with the Flames. Last season 
Worthington set an LU record for 
See, High, Page 11 
V-ball swats alums 
By RICH MACLONE 
Sports Editor 
The LU volleyball team shook off 
the cobwebs and beat a group of 
alumni five games to none in its first 
scrimmage action of the year. LU 
won 15-9, 15-8,15-9, 15-12 and 15-
3 at the Schilling Multi-Purpose 
facility on Saturday. 
The freshman trio of Antonia 
Akpama, Kyrie Dorn and Athena 
Sherwood were all impressive in their 
first appearances in a Flames uniform. 
Liberty trailed only twice in the 
five games. The alumni scored seven 
straight points in the first game to 
take a 7-6 lead before the Flames 
rolled off eight of the next 11 points 
en route to victory. The alumni also 
took a 6-2 lead in the third before LU 
stormed to victory. 
LU overcame trouble passing and 
blocking early on. The Flames used 
several different formations in the 
game, and were learning on the job. 
The serving of Sherwood and Dom 
was exceptional, and junior Stacey 
Collier made an impact near the net 
"We are still kind of young," said 
LU Head Coach Chris Fletcher. "The 
juniors will have to provide leader-
ship for the younger girls." 
Youth is prominent on the squad. 
Liberty has no seniors on the team, 
and only five juniors. Four sopho-
mores and three freshman round out 
the squad. 
Despite the team's youth Fletcher 
feels her team can make an impact in 
the Big South Conference now. "We 
have a shot," Fletcher said. "What 
matters most is how (the team) gels." 
The team opens the season Aug. 
30 at the two-day Navy Invitational 
Tournament, in Annapolis, Md. 
Former SWC 
commisioner 
takes over 
Big South 
Ted Wooltord / U B O T Y CHAMPION 
GET OVER —Antonia Akpama 
sends one over the net. 
Brown lee goal lifts LU past H-S 
By RICH MACLONE 
Sports Editor 
Freshman Kian Brownlee's goal 
with 27 minutes remaining to play 
broke a 1-1 tie as the LU men's soc-
cer team downed Hampden-Sydney 
in a scrimmage game at the LU soc-
cer complex Saturday. The game was 
played under extremely muggy con-
ditions, which made for a moist field 
and very uneven footing. 
Brownlee, streaking down the left 
side of the field, accepted a nice lead 
pass from Tun Wood and sent it into 
the goal for the win. The goal was the 
only one of the third period. The 
teams played three 30 minute periods 
in the scrimmage instead of the nor-
mal two 45 minute halves. 
led Woolfuid / LmuiTY ("iiAMriutt 
SIDESTEP — LU's Kian Brownlee (No. 5) breaks toward the goal. 
Liberty came out pressing early, 
but was unable to cash in on its 
opportunites. As the game pro-
gressed, the Flames showed flashes 
of dominance as well as sloppy play. 
By the the third period, Liberty dom1 
inated and the majority of play was 
around the Hampden-Sydney net. 
Flames Head Coach Bill Bell was 
happy with the play of his team. "I 
was pleased with the play of our 
midfielders, and also (defender) 
Mark Newton did well," Bell said. "I 
was happy with the younger boys 
who hadn't been in there." 
"It was the type of preseason game 
where we were just trying to get it 
together," Bell said. 
With the scrimmage behind 
Liberty the team is now looking fur-
ward to Appalachian State. "We need 
to be ready for next week," Bell said. 
'That's the big one." 
This will be the 10th meeting 
between Liberty and Appalachian 
Stale. The two teams have each won 
four games with one tie. Last season 
ASH pasted the Flames, 3-0. 
By RICH MACLONE 
Sports Editor 
The Big South Conference's 
Executive Committee named 
Southwest Conference Comm-
issioner Kyle Kallander as the 
league's new commissioner. He 
will replace George F. "Buddy" 
Sasser who was commissioner for 
the past seven years. Kallander 
becomes the Big South's third 
commissioner since its inception 
in 1983. 
"I am very pleased with the 
appointment of Kyle Kallander as 
Commissioner of the Big South 
Conference," said Dr. Anthony 
DiGiorgio, the league's president. 
"The members of the Big South 
Conference welcome Kyle and are 
looking forward to working with 
him in the continued development 
of the league." 
Kallander comes to the Big 
South Conference after serving as 
the commissioner of the 
Southwest Conference during die 
1995-96 season. During his term, 
Kallander generated a record 
multi-million dollar revenue for 
the conference. 
Kallander was also directly 
responsible for negotiating and 
implementing television agree-
ments with CBS, Raycom and 
Prime Sports Southwest for the 
1995-96 football and basketball 
seasons. 
In March, he successfully 
administered the league's post-
season basketball tournaments, 
which attracted its largest alien-
RICH 
MACLONE 
dance since 1990. Kallander went 
on to serve as tournament director 
for the 1996 NCAA Men's 
Basketball Midwest Region First 
and Second Round Games in 
Dallas. 
"The Big South Conference is 
committed to taking an aggressive 
leadership position, both regional-
ly and nationally, within the realm 
of intercollegiate athletics," 
Kallander said. 
"I see this as a wonderful oppor-
tunity for myself and my family, 
not only to be associated with 
quality institutions, which are held 
in high regard, but also to be a part 
of an exciting new era for the Big 
South. 
Prior to his duties as SWC com-
missioner, Kallander served as an 
assistant commissioner for the 
league for three years. In his first 
year, he negotiated corporate 
sponsorships worth $800,000. 
He was also responsible for 
coordinating the conference's 
marketing activities, and the 
development and implementation 
of advertising and promotional 
campaigns. 
Kallander assumed his role in 
August as the Big South relocated 
its offices to Charlotte, N.C. 
The conference had held its 
headquarters in Myrtle Beach, 
S.C. since opening its doors in 
1983. 
Former Associate Commiss-
ioner Carl McAloose also left the 
Big South this summer. McAloose 
left to take over as commissioner 
of the Cheat Lakes Conference. 
Summer 
in review 
I'm still trying to get the sun 
block out of my hair. What a 
summer. It was filled with 
memories that will last much 
longer than my garbageman tan 
ever could. Here is a brief 
review of the summer hi no 
particular order. 
• The police blotter was filled 
with more football players than 
a locker room could hold this 
summer! MichaeljIrvin's.big 
birthday bash headlined action 
of athletes heading into the 
courtrooms. Let's not forget 
Bam Morris, Deion Sanders, 
Lawrence Phillips and Brian 
Blades. Those are just the ones 
off of the top of my head. 
• Believe it or not one of my 
personal highlights could have 
landed me In a little trouble this 
summer as well. I pocketed a 
baseball during batting practice 
at Fenway Park in May. Not a 
huge felony or anything, but I 
did doit while waking around 
the field with a press pass. An 
abuse of my press priviledges to 
be sure, but a memory that I will 
never forget. 
• The most boring NBA Finals 
in recent memory. Was there any 
question that the Bulls would 
walk away with the tide? I think 
not Chicago should have a bye 
throughout the upcoming season 
and automatically start the sea-
son in the first round of the play-
offs.! mean why bother with the 
regular season. 
• The unveiling of the 
Baltimore Ravens uniforms. 
First Cleveland loses its team 
to ol* Baltimore, and then Art 
Modell clothes the team in the 
most hideous uniforms in the 
NFL. These things are uglier 
than every uniform ever to be 
worn on the gridiron except 
maybe the throwback uni-
forms worn by Pittsburgh two 
years ago. 
• Kerri Strug showed its what 
it really means to have guts, hi 
these days of players sitting out 
because of a hangnail, Ms. Strug 
overcame a torn up ankle to win 
gold for the US gymnastics 
team. Strug showed us why we 
should all be proud to be 
Americans. Some of our athletes 
still hold true that there is no "I" 
in team. 
« Hey Dolphins fans, bow are 
you enjoying Camp Jimmy? 
Nothing like killing ail of your 
starters and then cutting and 
trading good players. Did some-
one forget to tell Jimmy Johnson 
that the Dolphins had a pretty 
good team before he took over? 
I know they needed work but do 
you tear down the house when 
you are doing renovations? 
• Mark McGwire has been on 
a tear. If this guy could only 
keep from getting hurt Not only 
would he smash Roger Maris' 
homer record but be would actu-
ally get himself some endorse-
ments. Next season McGwire 
should DH exclusively. If he 
does he'll hit 65-70 dingers. 
• How would you have liked 
to be a Quebec Nordiques fan 
back in June? Nothing like hav-
ing your team win the title the 
year after it abandoned you. At 
least Cleveland Browns fans 
don't have to worry about reach-
ing for the Pepto come Super 
Bowl time, 
